4-H Skit Event - Full-Length Skit Evaluation Rubric
Title: _____________________________________________________________
Club/Group:_____________________________________________
Judging Point

1 Point

2 Points

Theme Used

No theme

Plot of Skit

No plot

Projection
& Sound

Audience unable
to hear all or
most of skit

Props

No props

Costumes

No
costumes

Audience
Appeal

Did not maintain
audience interest
at all

Performance
& Cast
Enjoyment

Cast seems
hesitant or
unsure

Some cast
members appear
enthusiastic

4-H in the
Skit

4-H not shown

4-H is shown in a
small bit of the
skit

Time Used:____________(under 12 min.)

3 Points

4 Points

Minimal theme
usage
Weak plot

Theme used
most of the skit
Good plot

Excellent theme use
in all of skit
Very creative plot

Audience could
hear part of skit
but had to listen
hard
Props took away
or distracted from
effect of
skit

Audience could
hear most of skit
with some lapses

Audience could easily
hear and understand
all performers

Minimal props
used which
moderately
enhanced the
skit
Costumes took
Minimal
away or distracted costumes used
from effect of
which moderately
skit
enhanced the skit
Maintained
Maintained
audience’s interest audience’s
for less than half
interest for most
of skit
of skit
Most of the
cast appear
enthusiastic and
seem to enjoy
acting in skit
4-H is shown in
most of the skit

Total
Points

Props are
excellent and
appear to be made
by members
Costumes are
creative and
appear to be made
by members
Used multiple
techniques to
successfully
create audience
appeal
Entire cast appears
enthusiastic and
seems to be having
fun performing skit
4-H is shown
throughout the entire
skit

Sub‐total above points __________
Less 4 points for over 12 minutes __________
Adjusted total __________
Judging is by the American system. Total points are added. Top three skits are awarded first through third.
Comments on reverse side of this form if needed.

Judge:________________________________________________

